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Problem of Interest



d = boundary layer thickness, channel half-channel height
ut = friction velocity = (tw/r)1/2 
d+ = dut /n = Reynolds number
Important Physical Concept: 
Navier-Stokes equation solutions approach those of the Euler equation via the spatial (volumetric) reduction of the region where the viscous force is of dominant order.
Where, and at what rate, does the vorticity accumulate as d+ gets big?


Boundary Layer 


For the present purposes, it is useful to consider the boundary layer as the sub-domain near the surface that contains the vorticity required to reconcile the no-slip wall with a given free stream flow  [cf., Lighthill (1963)].
Recall that the circulation per unit length is











Scale-Separation


Overall scale separation is quantified by the ratio of the largest to smallest
characteristic lengths 
d+ = d/(n/ut)
For a fixed fluid, two generic routes to large scale-separation are useful 
to consider

U∞ = -G∞ →     for fixed x, and
x →      for fixed U∞ = -G∞ 

According to Reynolds number similarity, these two routes are
dynamically equivalent

Given:
∞
∞


The Four-Layer Structure


layer I: |A| ~ |B| >> |C|
(~ traditional viscous sublayer)
Layer II: |B| ~ |C| >> |A|
(stress gradient balance layer)
Layer III: |A| ~ |B| ~ |C| 
(balance breaking and exchange layer)
Layer IV: |A| ~ |C| >> |B|
(inertial layer)

Scaling Behaviours



This ordering and its associated scaling behaviours come into
being in the transitional regime, and persist for all higher d+.  


Mean Force Balance Analysis


In the four layer regime, the mean momentum equation attains balance owing to differing combinations of dominant order terms in the different sub-domains.

A primary goal of our analysis is to identify and exploit the invariant forms of these simplified versions of the governing equation

Invariant Form	   Self-Similarity	      Scaling

Note that this is the same approach used to determine the scaling behaviours of laminar flow





The Dynamical Self-Similarity of 
Turbulent Wall-Flows
Balance breaking and exchange of forces for the overall flow...

... is self similarly replicated across each member of an internal layer hierarchy  -- the Lb hierarchy 

with the invariant form,

formally holding on each layer





Identification of the differential variable transformations that underlie the
the invariant form reveals that the fundamental condition for 
dynamical self-similarity is given by,  

The analysis also indicates that A(b) is always O(1) and as d+ gets large
will attain constancy on the inertial subdomain of the hierarchy.   This
condition analytically closes the mean dynamical equation via,  
The resulting closed system of odes can be directly integrated,
 just like the laminar boundary layer equation.
Closure Via Self-Similarity
(e.g., Klewicki, JFM 2013a)




Similarity Solution on the Lb Hierarchy





Similarity Solution on the Lb Hierarchy





Self-Similar Coordinate Stretching






f-1
f is the coordinate stretching that underlies the invariant form
of the mean dynamical equation
f describes the rate at which y varies relative to the local mean 
size of the inertial motion responsible for turbulent momentum
transport.
In the outer self-similar region, A(b) → constant and f = fc  1.6
as the Reynolds number gets large.


W+(y+) Profiles





Mean Vorticity Profile Structure
(according to the analysis of the mean dynamical eqn.)





Data Sets Employed
(Klewicki, JFM 2013b)


Pipe: [30 < d+ < 530,000] McKeon (2003), Wu and Moin (2008), 
Chin et al. (2010)

Channel: [30 < d+ < 5,000] Laadhari (2002), Abe et al. (2004), 
Monty (2005), Hoyas & Jimenez (2006), Elsnab et al. (2010)

Boundary Layer: [35 < d+ < 50,000] Klewicki & Falco (1990), 
Nagib et al. (2007), Hutchins et al. (2009), Wu & Moin (2009), 
Schlatter & Orlu (2010), Oweis et al. (2010), Vincenti et al. (2013) 



Wz Profile Attributes: Pipe





Wz Profile Attributes: Summary







Wz Apportionment



Note that:
e2 = 1/d+
e-1 = (d+)1/2


Wz Apportionment



Note that:
e2 = 1/d+
e-1 = (d+)1/2


Self-Similar Mean and RMS 
Spanwise Vorticity Distributions





Wall-Flow Scale Separation





Instantaneous Spatial Structure
 [Uniform momentum zones segregated by vortical fissures]
(Meinhart & Adrian, PoF 1995)





Vortical Fissure Widths





Summary


 The mean dynamical equation, as constrained by the magnitude ordering in the four-layer regime, admits an invariant form over a well-defined internal layer hierarchy, the Lb hierarchy.

 The coordinate stretching associated with this invariance (self-similarity) determines the rate at which the domain where the viscous force is of leading order “shrinks.”

The scale separation between the motions characteristic of the velocity and vorticity fields occurs owing the simultaneous processes of spatial confinement (mostly on layer II) and spatial dispersion (mostly on layer IV).

 These processes lead to the mean viscous force being confined to a layer of thickness O(e) interior to layer IV, and instantaneously on layer IV in vortical fissures that are also O(e) in width.  Overall domain size ~ log(e-2)/e = log(d+)/d+
(Klewicki 2013c)

 Present description provides scaling behaviour of the vortical domain, but also provides important geometric information.  


Vortical Fissures and 
Energetic Superstructures



The vortical fissures are the outer region
manifestation of “the boundary layer” in 
terms of the definition given at the outset 


Energetic Superstructures Reside
Near where the VF Term Loses Leading Order



From Vincenti et al. EIF (2013)


Modeling Implications
[Superstructures look like a freestream 
that abruptly jumps over “long” timescales]
(Hutchins et al. 2011)



Streamwise velocity behaviors when conditioned on high and low 
wall shear stress events.  
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